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Abstract We introduce MoB, an infrastructure for collab-6

orative wide-area wireless data services. MoB proposes to7

change the current model of data services in the following8

fundamental ways: (1) it decouples infrastructure providers9

from services providers and enables fine-grained competi-10

tion, (2) it allows service interactions on arbitrary timescales,11

and, (3) it promotes flexible composition of these fine-grained12

service interactions based on user and application needs.13

At the heart of MoB is an open market architecture14

in which mobile users can opportunistically trade various15

services with each other in a flexible manner. In this pa-16

per we first describe the overall architecture of MoB in-17

cluding various enablers like user reputation management,18

incentive management, and accounting services. We next19

present our experience from both simulations as well as20

our prototype implementation of MoB in enhancing applica-21

tion performance in multiple different scenarios—file trans-22

fers, web browsing, media streaming, and location-enhanced23

services.24
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1 Introduction 27

Mobile devices such as hand-held PCs, personal digital as- 28

sistants (PDAs), and smart cellular phones, are increasingly 29

gaining popularity worldwide. In order to satisfy the needs 30

of this growing population of mobile users, cellular data net- 31

works are being universally upgraded to higher data rates 32

and 802.11-based public WLAN hotspots are mushrooming 33

around the globe at various opportunistic locations. 34

Despite the promise of ubiquitous connectivity based on 35

these encouraging developments, many wireless devices lack 36

access to the Internet infrastructure (either through WLANs 37

or cellular data networks) in various wide-area mobility sce- 38

narios. There are various reasons that contribute to such in- 39

termittent connectivity. WLAN coverage is usually spotty 40

and is limited to specific public hotspots; hence mobile 41

devices need to rely on cellular data networks to acquire 42

greater degree of continuous coverage. However, providing 43

adequate cellular coverage in any region requires a suffi- 44

cient number of (cellular) base stations which can some- 45

times be prohibitively expensive. Based on the degree of 46

such investments made by individual cellular providers in 47

different geographic regions, corresponding customers ex- 48

perience good connectivity in certain locations and poor (or 49

no) connectivity in others. Even in areas of good connec- 50

tivity, cellular links are sometimes plagued with problems 51

of high latencies, relatively low bandwidths, and occasional 52

link-stalls that lead to poor user experience. Such connec- 53

tivity problems always lead to poor performance of ‘staple’ 54

Internet protocols and applications running on the mobile 55

devices. 56
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To overcome this existing impasse in mobile applications57

and services, we present Mobile Bazaar or MoB, an open58

market, collaborative architecture to improve data services59

for wide-area wireless users. MoB changes the model of60

wide-area wireless data services in the following fundamen-61

tal ways: (1) it decouples infrastructure providers from ser-62

vices providers and enables fine-grained competition, (2) it63

allows service interactions on arbitrary timescales, and (3) it64

promotes flexible composition of these fine-grained service65

interactions based on user and application needs.66

1.1 Fine-grained competition67

Wide-area wireless data services today are primarily avail-68

able through a number of cellular service providers. In most69

typical scenarios, each user chooses only one of these cellu-70

lar providers and signs a relatively long-term contract with71

that provider for all wireless data services. (By long term we72

mean a time duration in the order of hours, days, weeks, or73

months.) Although customers can choose between cellular74

providers they exercise their choice with large time gaps. We75

call this coarse-grained competition. As described above, the76

wireless coverage of different cellular providers vary in dif-77

ferent regions. Hence, it is not uncommon for customers to be78

unable to access the Internet through their existing providers79

over certain periods of time. In contrast, MoB defines mech-80

anisms to enable fine-grained competition, through which81

users have the flexibility to choose and change providers at82

arbitrarily small timescales. The key advantage of such an83

architecture is that it allows each user the ability to choose84

the “best” provider based on his current location and on the85

characteristics of his immediate wireless environment. Ad-86

ditionally, it allows the user the ability to temporarily choose87

multiple providers simultaneously in order to meet the per-88

formance requirements of high-bandwidth applications.89

Finally, users in MoB are not required to acquire all nec-90

essary services directly from the cellular providers. Any user91

in the system is permitted to resell his unused resources. 92

For example, an idle cell-phone with a fast connection to its 93

provider’s network can sell bandwidth to the user of a lap- 94

top that is experiencing a slow connection to its provider’s 95

network. A payment system is used to manage such resource 96

trades. There are a number of advantages of this open market 97

structure. A user in need of additional resources can pur- 98

chase idle resources from nearby users for small time peri- 99

ods, thus boosting application performance on-demand. This 100

model of open resource trading also decouples the provider 101

of the wireless access infrastructure from the provider of the 102

service. Therefore, users are no longer limited to the ser- 103

vices and rates offered by their infrastructure provider. We 104

believe that this architecture can have far reaching implica- 105

tions for the entire wide-area wireless industry. It will open 106

this industry to greater competition, as happened in the long 107

distance telephony market in the US in the mid 1990s. (A 108

new Telecommunications Act came into effect in the US in 109

1996, which required that incumbent phone companies to al- 110

low their competitors access to their infrastructure with fair 111

fees. Under this new structure, telephone subscribers were 112

no longer tied to their local phone company for fixed rates 113

and services, and instead had the freedom to move their long 114

distance calls to providers offering better service or lower 115

rates.) 116

1.2 Services in MoB—An application-layer approach 117

The goal of MoB is to enable incentive-induced service col- 118

laborations between independent mobile devices. A band- 119

width aggregation service is a simple example of such col- 120

laboration (shown in Fig. 1). Consider a wireless user (C1) in 121

a static public environment (e.g., a coffee shop or a shopping 122

mall) or a mobile environment (e.g., a moving bus or train). 123

Let us call this user’s device the customer device. Typically 124

there are a large number of other users in these environments 125

carrying other network-enabled devices, e.g., cell-phones, 126

Fig. 1 MoB system architecture for incentive-induced collaborations and an example of a bandwidth aggregation service interacting with a
media-streaming application
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laptops, and PDAs. Each of these devices has its own mech-127

anisms to access the wide-area Internet infrastructure. For128

example, a 3G-enabled cell-phone (T1) can connect through a129

3G-capable cellular provider’s network, while a PDA with an130

802.11 wireless interface (T2) can connect through a WLAN-131

based service infrastructure like Boingo Wireless. Let us call132

these devices trader devices. (The rationale behind the termi-133

nology will be apparent.) At any instant many of these trader134

devices are idle. The goal of MoB is to define mechanisms135

that allow customer devices to harvest available resources136

and obtain necessary data services from such in-range, idle137

trader devices. In the example in Fig. 1, customer C1 first138

discovers a number of trader devices—T1, T2, T3, that are139

available in its vicinity. Subsequently it chooses a subset of140

these trader devices, T1, T3, connects to them and uses them141

simultaneously as if they were its own wireless interfaces.142

Thus C1 achieves significant bandwidth aggregation while T1143

and T3 can recover their costs through monetary payments.144

In the rest of this paper we will also refer to these devices as145

customers and traders.146

High-bandwidth connectivity is not the only service147

that traders in MoB can offer to their customers, though it148

certainly is a natural one. We envision MoB creating an open149

marketplace among participating traders and customers, in150

which a variety of advanced, application-layer services will151

be traded. The following are a few examples of such services:152

153

Location determination: Consider a mobile user carrying154

a wireless PDA that is equipped with appropriate street155

map software and database. In order to function as a156

navigational tool, the PDA needs to be attached to a GPS157

(or any other location-tracking) device. Unfortunately the158

user may not have an appropriate GPS service available159

to him. In the MoB architecture, this user can purchase160

such information from any in-range MoB trader that has161

the relevant information through its own mechanisms, e.g.,162

using GPS, manually configured, or by purchasing this from163

another trader in turn.164

165

Time synchronization: Consider a distributed set of wireless166

devices that are participating remotely in a collaborative ap-167

plication, such as a mobile multi-player game. In many cases168

such gaming devices may require accurate time synchro-169

nization. While such time synchronization is possible using170

the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [25], such an operation171

can be fairly expensive due to high variability on end-to-172

end network paths, especially involving multiple wireless173

links.174

However, MoB allows the following simple technique for175

efficient time synchronization. Each wireless gaming device176

independently locates a corresponding cellphone-based177

trader that is willing to announce the current time. If the178

cellphones themselves are synchronized accurately to a179

global time (which they usually are), the gaming devices 180

will automatically be synchronized. 181

182

Web proxy caching: A user browsing web content over 183

relatively slower and more expensive cellular links may 184

first choose to locate cached copies of the same content 185

within its wireless vicinity. A MoB trader device with the 186

appropriate web content in its local cache can serve as a 187

proxy on-demand in such scenarios, thereby improving 188

browsing performance and reducing overall cost. 189

190

Bandwidth aggregation for media streaming: In order to 191

receive a high-quality video streams in a wide-area cellular 192

environment, a bandwidth-constrained user (say, using a 193

GPRS network) may request multiple MoB bandwidth 194

traders (using different 3G networks) to serve as wide-area 195

interfaces. Using an application-level network proxy, the 196

video stream can then be intelligently striped over multiple 197

such interfaces and lead to overall improved user perception. 198

199

Peer-to-peer data search: A user conducting a Gnutella or 200

Kazaa-style peer-to-peer data search and download opera- 201

tions in the wide-area environment may suffer from loss of 202

connectivity and poor performance. In order to mitigate such 203

loss of performance (and also potentially avoid monetary 204

costs of downloads over cellular links), the user may first 205

attempt to locate and download the data within his physical 206

neighborhood. Only if such a search is unsuccessful, the 207

user may attempt a download across wide-area cellular links. 208

209

Traffic filtering: Consider a resource-constrained wireless 210

user that is currently obtaining bandwidth services from one 211

MoB trader as described above. If the MoB trader is suit- 212

ably capable, it can also serve as traffic filter that detects 213

and eliminates malicious content, e.g., worms, targeted at 214

the unsuspecting user. 215

Such advanced application layer services in MoB are 216

advertised by traders and discovered by customers using 217

the Service Location Protocol (SLP) [12]. In this paper we 218

present experimental results for four such application layer 219

services that we have developed through a prototype im- 220

plementation, namely—web downloads, location determina- 221

tion, file transfers (both peer-to-peer style and specific loca- 222

tion based), and bandwidth aggregation for media streaming. 223

It is possible to achieve service interactions in MoB using 224

both single hop as well as multi-hop paths. In Fig. 1, we show 225

an example of a multi-hop path based interaction in which 226

customer C2 has requested for web proxy caching services 227

from any trader in its vicinity and trader T3 has offered this 228

service to C2 by relaying it through an intermediary, X . How- 229

ever, management of such service interactions over multi-hop 230

paths requires more coordination. For example, the service 231

cost needs to be appropriately distributed between X and T3. 232
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Also since the service responsibility is divided between mul-233

tiple entities, the customer may not immediately know whom234

to hold responsible (and penalize) during a failure.235

We avoid this in MoB, by requiring that all service interac-236

tions be pair-wise (or single-hop). In Fig. 1 we would there-237

fore require customer C2 to purchase the web proxy caching238

service from X who in turn would negotiate a similar service239

for this purpose from T3. There is no direct interaction be-240

tween C2 and T3 and the service charge in each of the two241

interactions can be independently set (though if X is a strate-242

gic participant, it will ensure an overall profit through the243

two interactions). Such a design simplifies various service244

management functionalities required in MoB. Additionally,245

we believe that most typical service interactions in MoB will246

be in environments where devices are in direct communica-247

tion range of each other, e.g., within a coffee shop or a bus.248

Due to device proximity in these environments multi-hop249

interactions will be relatively rare.250

A customer may compose different service interactions251

from multiple traders into one desired application. For ex-252

ample, customer C2 may be interested in recommendations253

for Italian restaurants in his vicinity. He may avail the location254

information from trader T2 and a blog on Italian restaurant255

recommendations from trader T3. From the system’s view-256

point, however, these service interactions are independent of257

each other.258

Finally, we require that all service interactions in MoB259

be implemented in the application layer. This is because ap-260

plication layer mechanisms will be easier to deploy with-261

out requiring any change to underlying network protocol262

behavior.263

Let us consider a multi-hop service interaction in MoB—264

say customer C2 is performing a peer-to-peer file download265

from T3 via X . Based on our above requirements, there are266

two independent single-hop service interactions that enable267

this download—one between C2 and X , and the other be-268

tween X and T3. We can imagine this download to be pro-269

gressing using two independent TCP connections, one for270

each hop in the path. We use this example to highlight a key271

difference of such data downloads in MoB with that of data272

transfer mechanisms in various ad-hoc networking scenar-273

ios. Data transfers in ad-hoc networks use a (on-demand)274

routing protocol, e.g., DSR [13], AODV [28], to construct275

network layer end-to-end paths on which such transfers will276

proceed. In contrast, multi-hop interactions in MoB do not277

involve any routing protocols. In particular we do not de-278

fine any such network layer mechanisms as part of MoB. All279

multi-hop interactions are composed of multiple single-hop280

application-layer service interactions. Although such multi-281

hop interactions maybe viewed as a single multi-hop path,282

the flavor of the interactions in MoB is significantly different.283

Our approach of application-layer services in MoB is sig-284

nificantly different from multiple related and prior efforts,285

namely 7DS [26], UCAN [23], CAPS [19], ORION [16], 286

and iCAR [35]. We present a detailed comparison between 287

MoB and other such approaches in Section 6. 288

1.3 Pricing and reputation 289

The open market in MoB is implemented in a laissez faire 290

approach with no control or regulation on advertised services 291

and their corresponding prices. All pricing and purchasing 292

decisions are left to the individual users. As with any such 293

free market system, it is expected that the system itself will 294

dispense with inefficiencies in a more deliberate and quick 295

manner than any regulatory body can. Although individuals 296

in MoB can arbitrarily price their services, open market eco- 297

nomics dictate that intelligent traders will price their services 298

based on various competitive forces. In order to enable such 299

an open market, we require (1) a reputation and trust man- 300

agement system, and (2) a billing and accounting system, 301

both of which can ideally be implemented by independent 302

providers as third-party services. In this paper we define one 303

possible design and implementation of the reputation man- 304

agement and accounting system—Vito. Our design of this 305

system is modeled on eBay (see http://www.ebay.com)—a 306

large person-to-person online auction site (with more than 4 307

million open auctions at a time), which implements its own 308

reputation management system. We present design rationale 309

and details on Vito in Section 2. 310

1.4 Applicable environments 311

An environment like MoB is perfectly applicable to various 312

scenarios where there are many opportunities of collabora- 313

tion between in-range devices. A coffee-shop is a perfect 314

example of such a scenario where users often spend tens 315

of minutes in relatively close proximity of numerous other 316

users. To evaluate resource sharing opportunities in the con- 317

text of MoB in these environments, we conducted a study of 318

user persistence in multiple neighborhood coffee-shops. The 319

goal of this study was to collect data on how long a user stays 320

in a coffee-shop. The data was collected using two different 321

techniques: (1) a time-sheet left near the counter that allowed 322

people to “sign-in” and “sign-out” (not all coffee-shop users 323

participated), and (2) an observer spent two hours in a spe- 324

cific coffee-shop to monitor and collect such data. We present 325

the results of this study in Fig. 2 which shows that more than 326

two-thirds of the users spent more than two minutes during 327

their visit, and at least 50% of the users spent ten minutes or 328

more. Additionally, there are a significant fraction of users 329

who spend more than 30 minutes in each visit. It is clear 330

that there are significant opportunities of relatively long-lived 331

MoB interactions that are possible between devices carried 332

by such users. Other examples of such environments include 333
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static scenarios, e.g., hotspots in shopping malls, and mobile334

scenarios, e.g., users in a bus or a train.335

1.5 Salient features336

The following are the salient features of MoB:337

338

Open market architecture: MoB is an open market archi-339

tecture that offers a common ground for integration of340

heterogeneous mobile terminals, networks, services and341

applications. MoB is open in the sense that any device342

can autonomously advertise services independent of all343

other devices. Each customer of an advertised service can344

have separate service level agreements with the traders345

that provide the service. These service level agreements346

can potentially last over small timescales. Additionally, the347

architecture allows customers the flexibility to resell idle348

resources to other customers.349

350

Better performance through wireless diversity: MoB allows351

users to better exploit the significant diversity in the352

wide-area wireless environment. For example, in the context353

of data forwarding (bandwidth) service, a mobile device can354

exploit the diversity in the wireless coverage of different355

technologies (e.g., CDMA and GPRS in cellular networks,356

802.11 b/g in wireless LANs), networks (e.g., Sprint, AT&T,357

Boingo), and channels (defined by specific frequencies358

used for communication). Customers in MoB can take359

advantage of diversity by intelligently striping data across360

multiple wireless links with good bandwidth characteristics361

at the current location and under current conditions, thereby362

improving application performance.363

364

Incentive-based collaboration: MoB enables incentive-365

based collaboration among in-range mobile devices. Traders366

in MoB provide services in return for monetary payments.367

Thus customers gain improved performance while traders 368

profit by reselling idle resources. 369

370

Customization and support for diverse applications: MoB 371

allows applications with varying service requirements to be 372

implemented in the wide-area wireless environment. For ex- 373

ample, a user can utilize caching services from a specific 374

trader (by paying for the service) only when he is brows- 375

ing the web. Another user can obtain location services from 376

multiple (location-aware) traders, e.g., E-911 capable cell- 377

phones, 1 to customize his interactive navigation application, 378

but only while he is driving. Similarly, a third user requiring 379

high-bandwidth services for a download intensive applica- 380

tion is no longer tied to his single service provider. Instead 381

he can aggregate bandwidth resources from multiple traders 382

to meet the application requirements. Such on-demand cus- 383

tomization is not feasible in today’s model, where each user 384

of a navigational application needs a long-term (in the or- 385

der of hours) subscription to a satellite-based, coarse-grained 386

location-tracking system like GPS. 387

1.6 Roadmap 388

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next 389

section we present an overview of the MoB architecture in- 390

cluding various components. In Section 3 we describe some 391

implementation details. In Section 4 we present evaluation 392

results from our implementation as well as some simulation 393

based studies. In Section 5 we discuss some additional issues 394

relevant to the MoB architecture. In Section 6 we present a de- 395

tailed comparison of MoB with prior work in related projects 396

and finally we conclude in Section 7. 397

2 MoB architecture 398

MoB defines a flexible architecture for service interactions 399

between heterogeneous mobile devices with diverse wire- 400

less access mechanisms and technologies. There are three 401

basic components of the MoB architecture: (1) an infras- 402

tructure which allows devices to connect to the Internet e.g. 403

cellular networks, WLAN-based access infrastructure, or any 404

combination thereof, (2) mobile devices, e.g., laptops, PDAs, 405

cellphones, with the ability to communicate with each other 406

and with the infrastructure, and (3) third-party services for 407

accounting and billing as well as for reputation and trust 408

management. 409

A key construct in the MoB architecture is the formation 410

of a dynamic network of the mobile devices within which 411

resources are traded. As explained in the previous section, 412

1 See http://www.fcc.gov/911/enhanced/
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mobile devices in MoB can be either customers, traders or413

both. A customer device requests and acquires services from414

trader devices within its range. A mobile device may simulta-415

neously be a customer for some specific service and a trader416

for another service. Additionally, a trader can provide a ser-417

vice to its customers by itself acquiring necessary services418

from one or more other traders (e.g., device X in Fig. 1). In419

fact, it is also possible to model the infrastructure provider420

as a trader in the MoB framework. This way, the frame-421

work allows us to handle scenarios where the infrastructure422

provider can participate in the resource and service trading423

market. Service trading decisions in MoB are independently424

governed by user preferences and policies. Some policies425

can also be determined by device characteristics, (e.g., form426

factor, uplink bandwidth to the infrastructure and residual427

battery power). Hence, a user of MoB might allow his device428

to provide data forwarding services if and only if it is idle429

and has battery power above a configured threshold.430

Finally there are two important third-party services in431

MoB that are centrally managed, namely (1) a reputation432

and trust management system, and (2) a service accounting433

and billing system. In addition, there are some optional third-434

party services that can also be deployed in MoB to enhance435

the performance of specific applications. One such example436

is a bandwidth aggregation service in which a third-party437

can deploy a bandwidth aggregation proxy in the wired In-438

ternet as shown in Fig. 1. In order to receive a high qual-439

ity media stream from the media streaming server, C2 has440

requested (and purchased) bandwidth services from three441

different traders, T1, T2, and T3, each potentially using a442

different wide-area wireless interface. The media stream-443

ing server itself is unaware of multi-path capabilities en-444

abled by resource-sharing. Therefore, a bandwidth aggrega-445

tion proxy is needed to intelligently stripe the media stream446

across the three trader devices employed by the customer de-447

pending on individual wireless path characteristics. As part448

of our MoB prototype we have implemented and deployed449

a bandwidth aggregation proxy and have used it for differ-450

ent wide-area services. Prior research has shown the bene-451

fits of various other proxy and caching services for wired452

as well as wireless end-hosts. Each such service can poten-453

tially be deployed as an independent third-party service in454

MoB.455

Modes of operations: In general, devices in a MoB can in-456

teract in multiple different ways—(1) incentive-based with457

no trust assumptions, where a trader provides services to a458

customer based on financial incentives, and both parties use459

a central reputation management system (like Vito) to exam-460

ine past trade histories and derive trust for each other; (2)461

incentive-based with trust assumption, where the customer462

provides financial incentives for the trade and both parties in a463

trade directly trust each other (e.g., due to multiple successful464

interactions in the past the two parties have direct faith in each 465

other without requiring a centralized reputation management 466

entity to induce mutual trust); and (3) altruistic, where there 467

is perfect trust between the participants and no financial in- 468

centives are required to enable resource and service sharing, 469

e.g., a within a friends’ network. Only the first of these three 470

options require a centralized reputation management system; 471

the first and second options require both a reputation man- 472

agement system and a billing and accounting system; while 473

the third option just requires a service location and discovery 474

technique. 475

2.1 Reputation and trust management 476

We will next describe the operations for MoB users employ- 477

ing the incentive-based mode of operation with no trust as- 478

sumptions, in which reputation management and accounting 479

support play a central role. (The sequence of operations in 480

the remaining two modes are subsets of this mode, and hence 481

it easy to infer their operations.) 482

2.2 Design rationale for Vito 483

We now explain the reasons for some of the decisions made 484

in the sequence of operations as described above. 485

In general any reputation and trust management system 486

can be deployed in MoB as a third-party service. In this 487

section we focus on one such possible choice, Vito. We have 488

designed and implemented Vito to serve both reputation man- 489

agement and accounting service functionalities for all its 490

users. It is modeled on eBay’s reputation and trust manage- 491

ment system, that successfully manages more than 4 million 492

person-to-person auctions at any time. Note that eBay offers 493

no warranty for its auctions; it only serves as a listing service 494

while the buyers and sellers assume the risks associated with 495

transactions. There are fraudulent transactions for sure but 496

the overall rate of successful transactions remains quite high 497

for a market as “ripe with the possibility of large-scale fraud 498

and deceit” [17]. 499

eBay attributes its high rate of successful transactions to 500

its reputation system. After a transaction is completed, the 501

buyer and the seller have an opportunity to rate each other. 502

On a successful trade, the buyer and the seller typically 503

provide a positive reputation feedback for each other. 504

Similarly an unsuccessful trade leads to negative feedback. 505

While it is possible for a user to gain false reputation, 506

it would cost a user money to do so (due to appropriate 507

transaction fees). This financial barrier makes such a reputa- 508

tion system more reliable, and buyers trust it more as a result. 509

510

Vito Design: Like the eBay system, Vito is centralized and 511

is hosted as a third-party service in the wired Internet. Each 512

user registershimself with Vito and obtains a timestamped
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reputation certificate. The reputation certificate issued by513

Vito indicates both successful and unsuccessful transactions514

involving the specified user. During a service trade a customer515

and trader will typically examine each other’s reputation516

certificate. They may may choose to ignore the other’s cer-517

tificate if the timestamp is very old. The negotiated price for518

a MoB trade can depend on the reputation of the participating519

parties.520

The actual trades in MoB are conducted independent of521

Vito (potentially when the participants do not even have ac-522

cess to the Internet). As part of each trade, the customer and523

the trader exchanges certified reputation feedback scores for524

each other. At a later time, they independently upload these525

feedback scores to Vito, who verifies these certificates and526

periodically distributes updated reputation certificates to the527

users for future trades. We discuss various performance as-528

pects of Vito in MoB in Section 4.529

It is, however, not necessary that all MoB devices use Vito530

as the reputation and trust management system. In fact there531

might be multiple reputation management systems that co-532

exist in the MoB architecture, each implemented as a separate533

third-party service with its own user base. Each user, A, can534

independently decide to register with one or more of these535

reputation services and perform trades with any other user,536

B, who trusts A’s reputation certificates.537

2.3 Operations in MoB538

In order to participate in the MoB architecture, typically each539

user, A, has to register with both the reputation and trust man-540

agement system and the service accounting and billing sys-541

tem, e.g., Vito, using its public key, K +
A (message 1 in Fig. 3).542

Once Vito’s reputation management system accepts a 543

user’s registration, it issues a reputation certificate, RA, ap- 544

propriately signed by Vito (message 2). RA includes a time- 545

stamp, and a separate count of all positive and negative feed- 546

back for A (indicated as ScoreA). At this initial instant, the 547

user has no reputation state at Vito. Equipped with the repu- 548

tation certificate, A is able to perform subsequent trades with 549

other users. 550

All services in MoB are discovered and advertised using 551

the Service Location Protocol [12]. To request any service in 552

its wireless vicinity, an SLP User Agent in A sends a Service 553

Request to the SLP multicast address (239.255.255.253) 554

and port 427 with a TTL of 1. The choice of the TTL stems 555

from our pair-wise requirement for service interactions in 556

MoB. We explain all service interactions in MoB with the 557

following simple scenario. 558

559

A data forwarding service scenario: Consider the scenario, 560

where A seeks 30 Kbps data forwarding service from any 561

trader in its vicinity. In such a case, A will include this infor- 562

mation in the broadcasted Service Request message (message 563

3). A also includes its own reputation certificate in its service 564

request. The SLP Service Agent of any in-range device, B, 565

that is willing to provide the desired service can respond back 566

to A. The response (message 4) includes B’s reputation cer- 567

tificate, the service description (say, it is willing to provide 568

only 25 Kbps), and a price quote. A can potentially receive 569

multiple such responses. On receiving these responses, A 570

can choose a subset of devices, S, as traders, based on user- 571

configured policies, and send a Service Acceptance Notifica- 572

tion to each such trader, B ∈ S (message 5). This notification 573

includes a time-stamped token signed by A using its private 574

User A

Register: KA
+

Vito

Accept: R   : [ TS   , Score    , K     ] K Vito
-+

AA1A

User B

Register: K

Accept: R   : [ TS   , Score    , K     ] K Vito
-+

BB2B

B
+

SLP Srv Request: R    , [TS    ]
A 3 K A

-

SLP Srv Response: R    , [TS    , TS     , Price]
B 3 K B

-

Token: T:  [TS    , TS   , A, B, Price]54 K A
-

4
A and B do not
need access to
Vito during this
service interaction

A and B
independently
register with
Vito

Encash: Token T, [TS   , B]6 K-
B

Token encashed: [TS   ]6 K Vito
-

Feedback: [TS    ,B, A, Score] K-
B

7

Encashing of token
and reputation
feedback happen
when A and B get
access to Vito

Reputation (updated): RB
Reputation (updated): RA

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Service interactions

Multiple service
interactions during day

Reputation and billing
updates at night

Fig. 3 A sequence of
operations for a successful
service trade in MoB. K +

X and
K −

X denote the public and
private key respectively of entity
X . For a message, m, [m]K

denotes the concatenation of the
message, m, with the encryption
of message digest (say using
SHA-1) using the key, K . T Si

indicates a time-stamp. In a
typical scenario it is likely that
multiple service interactions
happen during a day and
reputation updates happen when
the users connect their device
back to the Internet (say at
night). Note that the Encash
token operation by B is an
implicit positive reputation
feedback for B
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key that indicates the payment amount for B. Subsequently575

B configures itself as a data forwarder and starts accepting576

data traffic from A analogous to an Internet router. In this577

example, B will operate as an Internet NAT device for A as578

it forwards traffic.579

At a later time, B will present this token to Vito, which580

appropriately charges and credits A and B respectively for581

the payment amount (messages 6 and 7). We also assume that582

the token serves as a positive feedback for B from A for this583

trade. Therefore as B encashes the token at Vito, it gains pos-584

itive feedback points. Vito charges B a transaction fee (some585

percentage of the trade price) for the positive reputation that586

B gains through token encashing.587

Once B receives credit from the accounting and billing588

system for this trade, it will typically choose to report a589

positive feedback for A (message 8). Thus in this proposed590

system, B is responsible for reporting both its own positive591

feedback (in form of the token from A) and an explicit pos-592

itive or negative feedback for A. A is not required to report593

positive feedback for B. However, if A is dissatisfied with594

the transaction operation, it will explicitly report a negative595

feedback for B. Such a negative feedback will automatically596

cancel the prior positive feedback that B had gained by en-597

cashing A’s token and instead add to its negative reputation598

score.599

In this whole process, Vito charges a single transaction600

fee—from the trader (B). This charge is made when the601

seller encashes the customer’s token and improves its602

positive reputation score.603

604

On data integrity, confidentiality, and their complexity: In605

general data integrity and security in a MoB environment is606

no worse than in any other wireless environment that lacks607

any security mechanisms. Therefore, a user who wants addi-608

tional data confidentiality and integrity will have to employ609

appropriate security mechanisms.610

However, we require appropriate security mechanisms for611

the reputation certificates and service tokens that are ex-612

changed as part of a trade. We use public key cryptography,613

e.g., 3DES or RC4, and message digests, e.g., MD5 or SHA-614

1, to generate digital signatures of reputation information.615

For example, the reputation certificate of a user includes the616

reputation information in plaintext followed by an encryption617

of the message digest of the same information (message di-618

gests are regularly employed to speed up the signature gener-619

ation and verification operations). Such an approach ensures620

integrity of reputation data, but not confidentiality.621

Figure 3 indicates that in each trade, the customer per-622

forms two private key encryptions on message digests and623

one public key verification of a message digest. Similarly,624

the trader performs two public key verifications on message625

digests and one private key encryption of a message digest.626

Prior work by Freeman et al. [9] from 1999 had studied the627

time complexity of such operations on multiple low-end 628

platforms. For a modulus length of 512 bits, their results 629

show that the signature generation and verification opera- 630

tions take 40 ms and 2.5 ms respectively on a Pentium II 266 631

MHz machine running Linux and take 25 ms and 2.3 ms 632

respectively on a MVME-2600 333 MHz board running 633

VxWorks (a real-time OS). Based on these results we believe 634

that these mechanisms to prevent tampering of reputation 635

information can, therefore, be executed even on low-end 636

devices such as cell-phones and PDAs. We comment on 637

various other practical implications of such mechanisms in 638

Section 5. 639

640

Trader uploads its own positive reputation feedback: A 641

positive reputation feedback for the trader (B) benefits itself 642

in future trades. Hence we make the beneficiary responsible 643

for performing the reputation feedback upload. 644

645

Trader uploads positive feedback for customer: The pos- 646

itive feedback for the customer (A) is contingent upon 647

successful encashing of the token. In Vito, the service 648

token is assumed to be a signed certificate from A which 649

indicates the trade price. On receiving this token, Vito’s 650

billing service will verify that A has adequate credit in 651

the system and appropriately informs B. Based on this 652

response from Vito, B will choose to update either positive 653

or negative feedback for A. Studies have shown that self- 654

interest, specifically the expectation of a reciprocal positive 655

rating from one’s trading partner is the strong motivation 656

behind high levels of voluntary feedback in such a system [8]. 657

658

Customer uploads negative feedback for the trader: This 659

was a natural decision since the trader has no incentive to 660

report its own failure and reduce its positive reputation in the 661

system. Note that in our proposed system, the trader has no 662

recourse if a malicious customer always chooses to provide 663

negative reputation feedback. This is a shortcoming that is 664

present in a successful management system like eBay. The 665

common assumption is that users in the system are selfish, 666

but not malicious—they do not choose to maliciously reduce 667

a trader’s positive reputation when they received good 668

service from them. 669

670

Customer pays prior to receiving service: We had a choice 671

of requiring the customer to send the signed payment either 672

prior to or after the service transaction. If the customer 673

makes the payment after the service, there is a danger that 674

a malicious customer can default the payment. In such a 675

scenario, the trader has no proof of the transaction and has no 676

further recourse. However, if the customer pays first, and the 677

trader defaults in providing the service then the trader will 678

be caught defaulting in case it attempts to encash the service 679

token. The customer has the minimal recourse of providing 680
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negative reputation feedback in response corresponding to681

the encashed token.682

683

Transaction fee charge: A transaction fee is the incentive684

for the reputation system. Additionally, having a transaction685

fee implies that no one can build up reputation for free (and686

hence misuse the system by constructing multiple colluding687

identities, performing transactions between these identities,688

and report positive feedback).689

2.4 Further design considerations for Vito690

Vito, as described, is based on eBay’s reputation manage-691

ment model. We derive the feasibility of Vito based on eBay’s692

success in managing more than 4 million simultaneous auc-693

tions, with fairly low rate of misuse. Resnick et al. [30]694

explain why such reputation systems work in practice. In695

general there are three properties needed at minimum to696

make reputation systems work: (1) entities must be long-697

lived, so that there is an expectation of future interaction698

with other such entities, (2) feedback about current inter-699

actions is captured and distributed so that such information700

is visible in the future, and (3) past feedback guides buyer701

decisions.702

However, as various studies have pointed out, reputation703

systems are not infallible and further work is needed to im-704

prove their resilience to malicious behavior. We describe a705

few such challenges to make reputation systems really ro-706

bust. They include: (1) Sybil attacks: A user with bad rep-707

utation re-entering the system with a new identity. A con-708

sequence of such behavior might be that newcomers (with709

little or no reputation state) are always distrusted unless710

they have “somehow paid their dues, either through an entry711

fee or by accepting more risks or worse prices while build-712

ing up a reputation” [30]. Another alternative is to prevent713

name changes either by requiring the use of real names or714

by preventing people from acquiring multiple pseudonyms,715

a technique called once-in-a-lifetime pseudonym [10]. (2)716

Collusions: A group of users collaborate and rate each other717

positively to accumulate positive feedback, artificially in-718

flating their reputations—user collusion. Prior research has719

tried to address the collusion problem in various reputation720

systems. For example, it is possible to view Google’s Page721

Rank algorithm as a reputation system in which a set of col-722

luding web-pages try to artificially increase their page rank723

by carefully choosing their outgoing web-links. In [39] the724

authors illustrate that the problem of making such “eigen-725

vector” based methods robust to collusions is NP-Hard, and726

propose some heuristic approaches. Authors in [14] exam-727

ine a similar problem in the P2P scenario and demonstrate728

how collusions can be avoided if there exists a set of pre-729

trusted peers. While both these approaches are promising,730

we believe that using transaction fees for reputation-reporting731

adds a new mechanism that can be exploited to prevent col- 732

lusion. We intend to consider all of these approaches in 733

our future work for a theoretically robust reputation system. 734

(3) Decentralized reputation management: Our current pro- 735

posal for reputation management is centralized. Given the 736

periodic nature of interactions between users and the rep- 737

utation repository, such centralization is likely to be ade- 738

quate. However, with growing popularity of the system, it 739

is possible that load on a single centralized reputation man- 740

agement system maybe too high and the task of reputation 741

management may need to be divided across multiple such 742

repositories. Additionally, in many scenarios, it can be useful 743

to define decentralized reputation management approaches. 744

Some approaches to perform such decentralized reputa- 745

tion management has been proposed in recent literature, 746

mostly in the context of P2P networks that exploit pre-trusted 747

peers [14]. 748

3 Implementation 749

We have implemented the MoB system over a Linux based 750

platform (we have also ported part of the MoB system in 751

Windows XP using C#). Our implementation of different 752

MoB clients include single as well as multiple wireless in- 753

terfaces with local (e.g. Bluetooth) and global wireless (e.g. 754

3G) connectivity. The entire implementation is available as 755

a ‘middleware’ that is installed in each MoB-enabled device 756

(MoB device, for short). Figure 4 shows the overview of this 757

middleware implementation in each MoB device. 758

IrDA 802.11Bluetooth 1xRTT/
EvDO

GPRS/
UMTS

Compress

SLP

Application Interface

Handlers

Connection Manager

. WWW File Sharing Location Streaming

Manager
Stripe

Req/Response

Manager

Engine

MoB   Middleware

MoB Applications

MoB Stub

Cache Manager

ManagerMoB

Reputation/Acct.
Mgr.

Transport

Neighbor Discovery Layer

Fig. 4 Overview of middleware implementation in a MoB device
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The connection manager accepts connections from MoB759

applications and passes them to the MoB manager (which760

includes the reputation management functionalities and co-761

ordinates all activities in the middleware). The MoB manager762

checks the local cache manager for the object being sought763

by the application. In case of a cache miss, the cache manager764

invokes a request/response handler leading to a connection765

setup with a neighboring MoB device. Unique resource lo-766

cators are assigned to each such request, and are used to map767

them to corresponding response handlers. The response han-768

dler also interacts with the cache manager to update cache769

state as necessary. On arrival of the response, the data object770

is then made available to the pending connection.771

At the receiving MoB device, a response handler examines772

the request and takes appropriate action—searching its local773

cache manager, and if necessary initiates a request to other774

neighboring MoB devices. If this MoB device has a wide-area775

access interface, e.g., a 3G-1X/EvDO PC card, depending776

on the query-type, it may initiate a data retrieval process777

from the Internet through this interface. Note that the MoB778

architecture makes these application-level data-retrieval hops779

completely transparent to the initiating device.780

The stripe manager regulates block-based application-781

level data striping of large data objects from neighbor-782

ing MoB devices. Block-based data retrieval enhances data783

download performance in environments characterized by784

high degree of user churn. This module intelligently par-785

titions data objects into multiple smaller blocks and down-786

loads each of these independent data blocks from in-range787

MoB devices. To adapt to the variable degrees of user churn,788

the stripe manager dynamically changes the block size, the789

number of parallel TCP connections opened, and connection790

types (e.g. persistent/non-persistent connections) during a791

download. It also efficiently load balances data traffic across792

multiple neighboring devices as necessary.793

MoB implements a content processing engine, which per-794

forms various optional functions including data compression,795

traffic filtering, etc. Images are downgraded and fixed fidelity796

data (text) is compressed if needed. The compressing func-797

tionality is used to reduce volume of data transferred over798

wireless links thereby speeding up content distribution in799

MoB environments. It also offers devices to adapt to low-800

bandwidth links, e.g., by reducing fidelity of downloaded801

images. The content filtering functionality lets a MoB de-802

vice define rules by which it may eliminate (unsolicited and803

malicious) traffic passing through it.804

Neighbor discovery layer: Two neighboring MoB devices805

find each other through periodic scanning using link-specific806

mechanisms as provided by different wireless interfaces. For807

example, for 802.11 interfaces we set aside one specific chan-808

nel for neighbor discovery (and service announcements as809

well). In its quiescent state, each MoB device goes into a810

promiscuous mode, monitoring all traffic on this channel. 811

MoB service announcements (and responses) are transmit- 812

ted on this channel with the SSID set to MoB and mode set to 813

ad-hoc. As part of this initial discovery, the two participat- 814

ing devices also decide to switch to a specific other 802.11 815

channel for the actual service interaction. 816

Using a Bluetooth interface, the device initiates a scan 817

procedure to detect other MoB devices in-range. This re- 818

sults in an active set of devices that a MoB device can query 819

for services. The MoB device then connects and dials up 820

to its neighbor device using DUN (dial-up networking) ser- 821

vice if needed. Using DUN the MoB device establishes an 822

IP connection using (Point-to-Point) PPP connection over 823

a serial RFCOMM channel. (RFCOMM protocol provides 824

emulation of serial ports over Bluetooth’s link layer protocol 825

(called L2CAP)). 826

Applications running on MoB devices use this middleware 827

with a well-defined interface (as shown in the figure) for 828

all interactions with other MoB devices. Each trader device 829

can implement a set of application-layer services using this 830

middleware and advertises them to interested customers. 831

4 Evaluating MoB applications 832

We have implemented a prototype MoB system along with 833

multiple collaborative applications. In this section we report 834

on our experiences (both based on the implementation as 835

well as simulations) with a subset of these applications: (1) 836

file-transfer applications (including file downloads from a 837

wide-area Internet location and data location and retrieval 838

in a peer-to-peer fashion within the MoB wireless environ- 839

ment), (2) web browsing, (3) bandwidth aggregation based 840

media streaming, and (4) location determination. Although 841

file-transfer applications and web browsing applications both 842

use TCP-based transfer, the applications primarily differ in 843

the way the transferred data is organized and located across 844

multiple servers. 845

Note that this evaluation work provides a snapshot of the 846

range of applications we have implemented using MoB. 847

4.1 Experimental setup 848

For each of the applications mentioned above, the experi- 849

ments were conducted using (marginally) different setups 850

as were necessary. All experiments were conducted indoors. 851

The floor-plan of our experimental environment is shown 852

in Fig. 5. Communication between customers and traders 853

used different wireless technologies—Bluetooth, 802.11a, 854

and 802.11b. In some experiments traders had 3G wide-area 855

cellular interfaces. We used two different 3G technologies: 856

(1) 3G EvDO data service with a maximum ideal downlink 857

data-rate of 2.4 Mbps and an uplink data-rate of 153 Kbps, 858
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Fig. 5 Floor-plan of building for MoB experiment scenarios. C is cus-
tomer, T1, T2 are traders (positions changed in different experiments
as described in this section). The table indicates the latency and loss
characteristics obtained in this environment using a source at C and
destinations varying from 1–7 using Bluetooth

and (2) 3G 1 × RTT data service offers a maximum ideal859

downlink data-rate of 144 Kbps and an uplink data-rate of860

64 Kbps.861

4.2 File-transfer applications862

We consider two classes of file-transfer applications—file863

downloads from a specific location in the wide-area Internet864

and data location and retrieval in a peer-to-peer fashion within865

the MoB wireless environment.866

File download from an Internet location: We first con-867

sider the scenario where a user performs a ftp-like transfer of868

a (large) file between his device and a specific location in the869

Internet. In this application, the customer finds an in-range870

bandwidth trader and initiates the file download by request-871

ing a sequence of moderate sizes file blocks. As each block872

transfer is about to finish, the customer makes a request for873

the next block. If a new bandwidth trader is available prior to874

the entire download process terminating, the customer will875

simultaneously use the new trader to download the file data.876

We present two different scenarios purposefully con-877

structed to illustrate how the MoB implementation adapts to878

user mobility.879

880

Scenario 1 (Fig. 6): There is a single customer C , using881

a Bluetooth wireless interface, and two mobile traders, T1882

(with a CDMA 1 × RTT interface) and T2 (with a CDMA883

EvDO interface). At the initial instant, only T1 is in range884

of C . Hence, C requests a file download through T1 at time885

0. At time t1 = 40 seconds, trader T1 starts moving away886

from C and eventually goes out of range at t2 = 70 seconds.887

At around t3 = 80 seconds into the experiment, a trader T2888

moves into range of C . By time t4 = 83 seconds, C discovers889
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Fig. 6 A file download for a MoB device using two traders with dif-
ferent wide-area interfaces (Scenario 1). The first trader stays in range
of the customer until time t2, while the second trader moves in range at
time t3 and detected soon after at time t4

and negotiates the resumption of data download through T2 890

and completes the remaining transfer. Figure 6 shows the 891

corresponding time sequence plot with the various mobility 892

events and transfer of bytes using the two traders. In this 893

scenario the MoB device requires about 152 seconds to 894

make a 2.25 MB transfer (i.e., a throughput of 118.4 Kbps), 895

including the latency due to disconnection. 896

897

Scenario 2 (Fig. 7): This scenario is similar to Scenario 1, 898

except that trader T2 moves into range of C such that there 899

is a period of time when both the traders are simultaneously 900

available to the customer for data downloads. As shown in the 901

corresponding time sequence plot (Fig. 7) trader T2 moves 902

in-range of C around t1 = 12 seconds and is detected by C 903

around t2 = 14 seconds, while trader T1 starts to move out- 904

of-range of C around t3 = 45 seconds but continues to stay 905

connected until time 70 seconds. Between t2 and t3 the C uses 906

both traders to simultaneously stripe individual blocks of the 907
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Fig. 7 A file download for a MoB device using two traders with differ-
ent wide-area interfaces (Scenario 1). The two traders are used simul-
taneously for the download over the period of time when they both are
in-range of the customer
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Fig. 8 The impact of user churn and block size variations on peer-
to-peer object download (Scenario 2: only one trader allowed per cus-
tomer). Interaction using single Bluetooth interface

file to achieve a high aggregate throughput of 327.2 Kbps.908

Once T1 goes completely out-of-range, C continues to down-909

load the remaining file using trader T2 alone. The total trans-910

fer in this scenario takes about 79 seconds (i.e., a throughput911

of 227.8 Kbps).912

Data location and retrieval in a peer-to-peer wireless913

environment: We next examine the performance of peer-to-914

peer data search and retrieval applications within the MoB915

wireless environment, say using applications like Gnutella916

and Kazaa. As in the file download from a specific location917

application, we show the impact of user mobility (churn)918

on performance through three different scenarios. In this919

application we study three different levels of user churn:920

(1) High churn, when each potential trader stay in-range of921

a customer for 10 to 20 seconds; (2) Medium churn, when922

each such trader stays in-range of a customer for 40 to 60923

seconds; (3) low (or minimal) churn, when each potential924

trader stays in-range for 60 to 120 seconds; and (4) no churn,925

where there is no trader mobility and serves as the base926

case. We show results for the high churn rate case only for927

Scenario 5 (where high data rates available made it feasible).928

Note that in typical coffee-shop scenarios, we expect user929

behavior to follow the low churn rates or no churn (see Fig. 2).930

931

Scenario 3 (Fig. 8): A customer locates a trader device in its932

vicinity that has the queried data object. On locating such933

a trader, the customer starts block-based data download of934

the object. If due to any reason the trader goes out-of-range,935

the customer attempts to find another trader and resumes the936

same download. In this scenario we assume that a customer937

at any given time uses only one trader for a given object938

retrieval (say, its a user-imposed policy limit on the device).939

Only when the current trader device moves out-of-range does940

the customer search for an alternate trader. In this scenario,941

the interaction between the customer and trader occurs using942

their Bluetooth interface.943

In Fig. 8 we show the impact of such user churn on944

download performance for a 5 MB (audio MP3) file as945

the block size parameter is varied. In the no churn case,946

a block sizes in the range of 10–50 KB is necessary to 947

keep the pipeline of the Bluetooth channel properly utilized 948

(download takes ∼212 seconds). Beyond 50 KB block sizes 949

performance does not increase substantially. However, as 950

churn in the system increases, there is an optimal block size 951

for such data download operation. This is because as the 952

block size increases beyond this optimal, the trader often 953

moves out-of-range prior to the successful transfer of the 954

block and the effort spent in the partial download of this 955

block is wasted. We can see this in the low and medium 956

churn scenarios. For example, in the medium churn scenario, 957

the optimal block size is between 20–50 KB and transfer 958

attempts with block size in excess of 200 KB did not finish. 959

960

Why not download the entire file instead of using a sequence 961

of blocks? The block size limit for file transfers in MoB 962

is important for two different reasons. First, it allows a 963

customer to bound the amount of outstanding data request 964

in MoB transactions. Note that in a MoB transaction, the 965

customer makes a payment prior to the service (due to 966

reasons explained in Section 2). Consider the case where 967

the customer requests the entire data all-at-once. In this case 968

the customer makes the entire payment prior to receiving 969

the data. If for some reason the data transfer is incomplete 970

(say, the trader moved out-of-range) then the liability of the 971

customer is high. Breaking the data request into multiple 972

smaller units therefore helps in bounding this liability. 973

Second, it opens up the possibility of efficient data download 974

for the customer by requesting independent blocks from 975

multiple traders. The availability and number of such traders 976

may not be known in advance, and using smaller block size 977

allows for greater parallel downloads. Additionally, in such 978

scenarios it helps in managing the data range downloads 979

better. 980

981

Scenario 4 (Fig. 9): This scenario is the same as Scenario 3 982

except that each customer is allowed to use at most two 983

traders for the download of an object at any given time. If 984

one of the traders move out-of-range, it may be replaced by 985
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Fig. 9 The impact of user churn and block size variations on peer-
to-peer object download (Scenario 3: up to two traders allowed per
customer). Interaction using single Bluetooth interface
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an alternate trader. This scenario therefore, depicts impact of986

parallel downloads in a MoB environment. In this scenario,987

the customer uses its single Bluetooth interface to connect to988

the two traders (both equipped with corresponding Bluetooth989

interfaces).990

We present the results of this scenario in Fig. 9. It is inter-991

esting to note that in this scenario, the download performance992

in the no churn case is marginally worse than in Scenario 3993

(which uses only one trader at a given time). Even though994

we are using two traders in Scenario 3, the customer is shar-995

ing its single Bluetooth interface between them and hence996

there is no effective gain in download performance. In fact997

the performance goes down slightly (download time is 239998

seconds) because of switching overheads between the two999

parallel transfers using the same interface.1000

However, as churn in the system increases, the improve-1001

ment in download performance over Scenario 3 is apparent.1002

This occurs because in Scenario 3 there are multiple periods1003

of disconnections and “dead-time” (when one trader goes1004

out-of-range and another one needs to be phased in). In1005

contrast, with the two trader scenario, there is very little1006

“dead-time” which can only happen if both the current1007

traders move out of range within a short time period and1008

there is no replacement.1009

1010

Scenario 5 (Fig. 10): This scenario is the same as Scenario 4,1011

i.e., at most two traders for a single download at any time, ex-1012

cept that the customer here is using two different interfaces—1013

one Bluetooth (2.4 GHz) and one 802.11a (5 GHz). Note1014

that the data rates of 802.11a interfaces are much higher than1015

Bluetooth and hence it was feasible to use high churn rates in1016

this case. It is quite clear that using the two interfaces (operat-1017

ing in non-interfering parts of the spectrum) simultaneously1018

leads to significant performance benefits in download times1019

(even in high churn case download latency with 250 KB block1020

size is 169 seconds). Note that these two interfaces operate1021

in different ranges of the wireless spectrum and hence do not1022

interfere with each other.1023
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Fig. 11 Web downloads using collaborative caching (Scenario 6)

4.3 Web browsing application 1024

We next examine the performance of web browsing perfor- 1025

mance when using MoB. Note that the characteristics of web 1026

browsing applications is very different from that of file down- 1027

load applications. In the former case, the user typically as- 1028

sembles a web page by downloading multiple small objects 1029

from different servers. The important performance metric in 1030

these cases is perceived latency. In a file download applica- 1031

tion, the important metric under consideration is aggregate 1032

throughput. It is possible to implement more efficient web 1033

browsing applications in MoB for devices that otherwise have 1034

low-bandwidth connectivity to the Internet. The main advan- 1035

tage for the corresponding users in MoB is the ability to use 1036

collaborative caching. A set of MoB devices with a cache 1037

of web content can respond to the requests made for these 1038

objects by customer devices in their physical neighborhood. 1039

If substantial amount of web object requests can be served 1040

by neighboring MoB devices, it can help significantly lower 1041

the response time perceived by the user. 1042

We evaluate the potential benefits of distributed web 1043

object caching in a MoB environment. We explain using the 1044

following scenario. 1045

1046

Scenario 6 (Fig. 11): A MoB customer is in range of 1047

two MoB traders and can communicate with them using 1048

Bluetooth. The two MoB traders have Internet connectivity 1049

through a 3G 1 × RTT and a 3G EvDO interface respec- 1050

tively. Each of the MoB traders can also serve as a cache 1051

for the customer. The customer recruits both these traders to 1052

serve as wide-area wireless interfaces and web caches. We 1053

consider the two extreme cases—(1) none of the web ob- 1054

jects are cached in either of the two traders (cache miss), and 1055

hence the objects need to be downloaded across the wide- 1056

area interfaces; (2) all static and cacheable objects of various 1057

websites are cached in the two MoB traders (cache hit), and 1058

only the dynamic content of websites need to be downloaded 1059

across the wide-area wireless interfaces. In the latter case 1060
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we also consider the impact of high user churn (trader stays1061

connected for between 10 and 20 seconds).1062

We consider five websites with significant diversity in1063

their content characteristics. They include (a) a news web-1064

site (washingtonpost.com) with 61 objects and over 250 KB1065

data, (2) an e-auction website (ebay.com) with 53 object and1066

over 153 KB data, an open source website (sourceforge.org)1067

with 41 objects and over 122 KB data, a technical news web-1068

site (slashdot.org) with 26 objects and 128 KB data, and a1069

university website (wisc.edu) with 46 objects for 67 KB data.1070

The figure shows the complete download time for each1071

of these webpages. For example, for washingtonpost.com,1072

using two traders instead of one leads to an improvement1073

of 33% for cache miss cases. When compared to two trader1074

cache miss case, the cache hit case improves performance by1075

further 45%. In fact, analysis of trace logs in MoB devices1076

indicates that a significant percentage (e.g. about 77% for the1077

wisc.edu website) of the web content was static and cacheable1078

and hence served locally by the MoB trader caches. This1079

means that MoB not only improves user response time during1080

web downloads, but also reduces costs and the traffic on the1081

wide-area interfaces.1082

4.4 Collaborative location determination application1083

Location information can be a key enabler of various mobile1084

applications. Indeed, numerous applications can be well cus-1085

tomized to users’ needs based on their location context. Nav-1086

igational services are the prototypical example of location-1087

sensitive applications. Numerous Global Positioning System1088

(GPS) devices are currently available commercial worldwide1089

with positioning accuracy varying between 10 meters to less1090

than 3 meters.1091

In this section we examine how MoB can help users with-1092

out such GPS access obtain location information from other1093

in-range users with GPS access.1094

To simulate the efficacy of trading location information1095

in MoB we constructed a simulation scenario as follows. We1096

considered a specific urban area—4 km by 3.2 km of mid-1097

town Manhattan, NY, USA, where numerous automobiles1098

ply continuously on the streets. (This zone corresponds to1099

roughly a 50 block width across mid-town Manhattan.) A1100

vast majority of thoroughfares in this region of Manhattan is1101

organized in a relatively regular grid structure. We varied the1102

average number of vehicles in this zone between 1000 and1103

5000 for different simulation experiments (while we could1104

not gather exact statistics on vehicular density, we are fairly1105

confident that these numbers are on the lower end of the1106

vehicular density of Manhattan and typical urban areas of1107

the world).1108

Each vehicle in this simulation traveled along the city1109

thoroughfares using a “Manhattan random waypoint” model1110

(inspired by the random waypoint model [13]). We define1111

this as follows: Each vehicle chooses a destination location 1112

uniformly at random and travels towards it at a constant speed 1113

along city streets (which were mostly north-south and east- 1114

west). The speed of motion was also chosen at random from 1115

a range with a minimum and maximum speed. Speed choices 1116

were consistently biased towards higher speeds to avoid the 1117

mobility problem identified in [37]. 1118

We assume that a fraction of the vehicles are equipped 1119

with GPS devices. Each such GPS-equipped vehicle is will- 1120

ing to sell its location information to another in-range vehicle, 1121

which lacks GPS. In these experiments we assume that two 1122

vehicles are in range if and only if they are in communica- 1123

tion range of their omni-directional 802.11b radios with a 1124

maximum transmission power of 30 mW. This translates to 1125

roughly a 80 m communication range in outdoor environ- 1126

ments based on our experiments.We assume that each GPS- 1127

equipped vehicle continuously has perfect knowledge of its 1128

own location. In each location information trade, a GPS- 1129

unaware vehicle, A, obtains this information from another 1130

vehicle, B, that is aware of its own location. If B is equipped 1131

with a GPS device, then A calculates its own location as 1132

the location available from B. This information, therefore, is 1133

inherently error-prone; the error being exactly equal to the 1134

distance between A and B at the time of the trade. If B is 1135

not equipped with a GPS device, it is still possible that B’s 1136

location information (obtained through a prior trade) is still 1137

fairly accurate. In such a case, we assume that A performs 1138

the location trade if and only if B’s location information was 1139

last updated in the recent past within a configurable thresh- 1140

old period. In this scenario A calculates its location as the 1141

average of its last location update and the new location in- 1142

formation being obtained from B. Note that A updates its 1143

location only when it encounters another vehicle that is ei- 1144

ther GPS-equipped or has some fresh information about its 1145

own location. 1146

Therefore there are three sources of location error in this 1147

simulation environment for a non-GPS vehicle. First, the in- 1148

formation obtained from a GPS-equipped vehicle has an in- 1149

herent error equal to the distance between the two vehicles at 1150

the time of the trade. Second, it does not use any intelligent 1151

techniques to update its own location between successive 1152

acquisitions of this information. Third, location information 1153

obtained from other non-GPS vehicles is also inaccurate. 1154

Inspite of these drawbacks we find that the location 1155

accuracy of this system of location dissemination is surpris- 1156

ingly good. In Fig. 12 we plot the average location error 1157

experienced by different non-GPS vehicles as the fraction of 1158

GPS-equipped vehicles increase for different vehicle den- 1159

sity. Clearly the location accuracy increases with increase in 1160

the fraction of GPS-equipped vehicles. Additionally, as we 1161

can expect, the location accuracy increases with increasing 1162

automobile density. Hence, it is interesting to note that even 1163

when the fraction of GPS-equipped vehicles is only 5%, the 1164
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Fig. 12 Location error (in m) for the Manhattan scenario Three differ-
ent automobile densities are considered within the same 4 km by 3.2
km region

location accuracy of our simplistic location dissemination1165

service in MoB leads to an average accuracy of 72 meters1166

(or less than a street block) for the 5000 automobile scenario.1167

1168

Techniques to improve location accuracy: Our simple loca-1169

tion dissemination approach enabled by MoB can achieve1170

an significant accuracy (72 meters) for a fairly conservative1171

density of 5000 automobiles in a 12.8 square kilometers area1172

of the city. Clearly, the performance of the system is expected1173

to be even better for more realistic automobile densities. Ad-1174

ditionally, it is possible to employ multiple other techniques1175

to further improve the quality of location information. For1176

example, it is possible to effectively exploit information like1177

the speed of a vehicle’s motion and its possible direction1178

to continually update the location information. Additionally,1179

there are typically a large number of wireless Access Points1180

distributed in the city, e.g., coffee-shops, public hotspots, that1181

can also serve as location “anchors” and enhance the location1182

information available at non-GPS vehicles. It is possible to1183

design more intelligent algorithms based on these anchors,1184

e.g., triangulation-based approaches (Radar [2], Horus [38])1185

to significantly enhance the quality of location for non-GPS1186

nodes.1187

4.5 An evaluation of Vito1188

The reputation and trust management system plays a cen-1189

tral role for all users requiring its support to induce trust.1190

While it is possible to use different reputation systems in the1191

MoB architecture, in this section we focus on Vito and ex-1192

amine how it can be used in MoB. Our evaluation is done1193

with detailed simulations involving a pool of users that are1194

constantly looking for services and are themselves capable1195

of providing services. Not every service is available at ev-1196

ery user’s device. Users perform transactions amongst each1197

other using the sequence of operations described in Section 2.1198

As described in that section, positive and negative scores on 1199

various trades are uploaded to Vito when the corresponding 1200

users gain Internet access. At such a time, Vito recalculates 1201

and issues a new reputation certificate for the user. 1202

We consider three different Internet access models as fol- 1203

lows: (1) Continuous connectivity (and uploads and down- 1204

loads of certificates): models the scenario where a wide area 1205

Internet connection is available continuously. Therefore, the 1206

service token for each user can be validated by Vito imme- 1207

diately after the payment is made to the trader. Similarly, 1208

the reputation score for each user can also be immediately 1209

updated by Vito. (2) Uniformly at random: In many scenar- 1210

ios, users may not have continuous connectivity. As a first 1211

approximation, we model users connecting to the Internet 1212

uniformly at random at different times, say 5 different hours 1213

in a 24-hour period. (3) End-of-day connectivity: A more re- 1214

alistic model of Internet connectivity maybe that a majority 1215

of users have guaranteed Internet access only at the end of 1216

the day. We use a 80–20 model where each user has a 80% 1217

chance of connecting to the Internet in the last 20% of the day 1218

(roughly between 7 pm and midnight). Each user requests up 1219

to 50 services within a 24 hour period. 1220

Each user typically has multiple other in-range users who 1221

responds to a service query. In this evaluation we assume 1222

that the user chooses only one of these respondents for its 1223

service. This raises the issue of user selection policies—given 1224

that there are multiple potential traders in-range, who should 1225

a customer pick to obtain services from. We consider five 1226

different selection policies in our evaluation as follows: 1227

� Reputation: Choose the user with the best reputation, irre- 1228

spective of advertised price of the service. Such a choice is 1229

biased in favor of transaction reliability instead of its price. 1230

� Price: Choose the user who is offering the lowest price 1231

regardless of his reputation. 1232

� Price with reputation threshold: Choose the user with the 1233

least price as long as the reputation of the user is greater 1234

than a customer-configured threshold. Such a choice im- 1235

plies that the customer prefers a user who offers a low price 1236

but is not willing to compromise too much on reputation. 1237

� Ratio of reputation to price: Choose the user with the high- 1238

est value of this ratio. Such a choice integrates most of the 1239

the positive aspects from the previous policies since it im- 1240

plies that the user is willing to pay a higher price to a high- 1241

reputation trader and a lower price to a lower-reputation 1242

trader. 1243

Since each customer is free to practice any of these se- 1244

lection policies, each trader in these simulation experiments 1245

needs to be smart enough to make himself attractive to the 1246

choices of customers. Therefore we introduce two parame- 1247

ters, a price reduction factor, γ , and a price increment factor, 1248

λ. When a trader advertises his service in response to a ser- 1249

vice request and does not get chosen, he lowers the price, p, 1250
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by the factor γ p for the next service offering. Similarly, once1251

a user’s service gets chosen by a customer he increases the1252

price by the factor λ in the next service offering.1253

In general, individual traders can choose these parameters1254

on how they perceive their own reputation vis a vis their of-1255

fered price. In fact, since MoB does not dictate price choices1256

such for any one, in a real deployment each trader can be1257

more aggressive or conservative in their price alterations as1258

they choose to be. In our simulations, however, we use the1259

values λ = γ = 0.01.1260

4.6 Results1261

In our simulations, we have experimented with different1262

choices of user policies, Internet access models, sizes of user1263

population, and fraction of malicious users. Due to space1264

constraints we highlight some of the interesting aspects of1265

these results performed with 500 users. In the simulations1266

we choose a fraction of users (traders) to be malicious. A1267

malicious trader is one that receives payment for a service1268

from a customer but does not provide the corresponding ser-1269

vice. Such behavior will lead to accumulation of negative1270

feedback for the malicious trader.1271

We initialize all users with a starting currency amount of1272

100 units. Users use this currency to perform transactions1273

with other users. As a consequence of each transaction, the1274

trader gains currency from the customer. The total amount1275

of the currency in the system is conserved. Each service1276

was initially priced uniformly at random between 1 and 51277

currency units and were adjusted by the traders based on1278

their trading history using the γ and λ parameters.1279

1280

Selection policies: In the first set of experiments we consider1281

different user selection policies keeping the fraction of mali-1282

cious users fixed at 10%, while using the end-of-day Internet1283

access model.1284

Since MoB is an open-architecture system, customers are1285

free to choose traders based on their own selection policies.1286

We first compare the performance of the set of selection1287

policies in a set of experiments where 10% of the users1288

are malicious (Table 1). Each column in the table corre-1289

sponds to a scenario where all users chose a trader using

the corresponding selection policy. The table shows the total 1290

number of services obtained and the total currency left at 1291

the good and malicious users at the end of a 20-day period 1292

(on each day a user attempted up to 50 transactions). The 1293

maximum number of transactions by a user can be 1000. 1294

All schemes that used reputation as a determining factor 1295

resulted in exhaustion of currency at the malicious users, 1296

e.g., in the Reputation scheme the currency left at a mali- 1297

cious user was 0.01. As the reputation of malicious users 1298

decreased, customers stopped using them for transactions. 1299

Hence malicious users continued to lose their currency 1300

in acquiring services (all users have to pay first to obtain 1301

services) and were not used as traders and hence, never 1302

gained additional currency. Because of this reason, the total 1303

number of successful services gained by malicious users 1304

were also limited. The Price policy was the clear exception 1305

among all the policies. Since this policy did not distinguish 1306

between good and malicious users, the latter were never 1307

penalized for their behavior. Finally it is easy to observe that 1308

the Ratio of reputation to price policy led to the best overall 1309

performance in our simulated scenarios. Therefore in the 1310

subsequent experiments we use this trader selection policy 1311

only. 1312

1313

Good users and malicious users: To study the efficacy of 1314

reputation management in Vito using the Ratio of reputation 1315

to price policy, we take a closer look at the time evolution 1316

of services acquired and currency left over time for good 1317

and malicious users. We can see that within about 48 hours, 1318

the malicious users deplete their currency significantly 1319

enough (Fig. 14) that they are not able to acquire many 1320

further services (Fig. 13). In contrast, the total currency at 1321

good users stay fairly steady (Fig. 14) , and they are able 1322

to consistently acquire more services as time progresses 1323

(Fig. 13). 1324

1325

Effects of varying malicious users: In Table 2 we present 1326

the effect of varying the fraction of malicious users in 1327

the system. The table shows the total number of services 1328

acquired by each user at the end of a 20 day period as the 1329

fraction of malicious users increased from 1% to 40%. As 1330

expected, the performance of good and malicious users is

Table 1 Impact of different
user policies in choosing MoB
traders for services

Price with reputation threshold
Reputation/

User policy Reputation Price Threshold = 10 Threshold = 20 price

Services obtained 527.66 787.7 362.0 323.3 858.9
by Good users

Malicious users 72.9 789.0 151.6 111.7 81.7
Currency left at 124.7 97.9 124.7 124.7 124.4

Good users
Malicious users ∼0.0 106.6 0.7 0.6 0.7
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Table 2 Impact of varying fraction of mali-
cious users (number in parenthesis is the stan-
dard deviation)

Services received by
Malicious
percentage Good users Malicious users

1 868.2 (8.0) 99.2 (28.7)
5 870.0 (8.1) 89.4 (7.0)

10 869.0 (8.4) 94.1 (7.0)
20 858.9 (9.3) 81.7 (4.5)
40 803.7 (12.0) 86.5 (1.8
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Fig. 13 A time evolution of services obtained by good and bad users
in MoB based on Vito’s design policies
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Fig. 14 A time evolution of currency left at good and bad users in
MoB based on Vito’s design policies

not sensitive to the fraction of malicious users. In all cases,1331

the reputation of all the malicious users decrease and are1332

equally avoided by any user in conducting transactions.1333

1334

Internet connection models: Finally we examine the impact1335

of different Internet access models. In all the previous1336

experiments we assumed the end-of-day model and in1337

this experiment we consider the three different models1338

discussed in the previous section. Like in most of the prior1339

experiments we consider a set of 500 users (of which 20%1340

are malicious) each using the ratio of reputation to price1341

selection policy. In Fig. 15 we present the time when the1342

currency left at malicious users fall below the 20 unit mark,1343

and never recover. We chose the 20 unit mark, because1344

that was approximately when the plots in Figs. 13 and 141345

Malicious Internet access model
percentage Continuous Unif-at-Rand. End-of-day

1 22.6 42.2 51.8
5 24.0 38.4 43.7
10 25.4 40.3 48.5
20 24.5 39.4 47.0
40 23.0 42.2 48.5

Fig. 15 Number of hours at which currency left at malicious users
decreases below a ‘low’ threshold

stabilized with no further significant change in performance 1346

for good and malicious users. As expected, the continuous 1347

connectivity model converges the fastest followed by 1348

uniformly-at-random with end-of-day connectivity model 1349

taking the most time (51.8 hours for 1% malicious users). 1350

1351

Summary: Among the various user policies explored in this 1352

section, we have demonstrated that the ratio of reputation to 1353

price selection policy defines a good way for a customer to 1354

choose a trader. This policy is relatively insensitive to the 1355

number of malicious users in the system and quickly enables 1356

customers to distinguish between good and malicious traders. 1357

However, our evaluation of Vito is by no means exhaustive. 1358

Vito only provides a reputation management system and it is 1359

the users who decide how they view various reputation scores 1360

of different other users. Therefore it is quite possible that 1361

some users define adaptive learning techniques that predict 1362

the chances of non-malicious behavior in a given transaction, 1363

given their prior reputation score. 1364

Additionally, it is possible many users of MoB com- 1365

pletely sidetrack the reputation management of Vito and 1366

only interact with other users they directly trust, e.g., their 1367

friends alone. It is also possible that some users rely on a 1368

de-centralized “web of trust model,” e.g., as used by PGP 1369

(see http://www.pgpi.org), to make similar choices of inter- 1370

actions. We will examine some of these approaches in our 1371

future work. 1372

5 Discussion 1373

We believe that our proposed MoB architecture is an im- 1374

portant first step towards enabling fine-grained competition, 1375

diversity, and flexible service composition in wide-area 1376

wireless environments. While our work addresses a number 1377

of important issues required to realize this architecture, we 1378

believe that further theoretical studies and evaluation by 1379

deployment needs to be performed in various large-scale 1380

scenarios. We discuss some potential challenges that arise 1381

in the context of security and legal aspects next. 1382

1383

Security: A continuous concern in any open, collaborative 1384

environment is that of security of services. As discussed in 1385

Section 2, the proposed MoB architecture provides integrity 1386
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of reputation certificates that would allow MoB clients to in-1387

teract in appropriate transactions. However, MoB does not1388

explicitly address data security and integrity issues. We be-1389

lieve that such security issues need to be addressed end-to-1390

end. For example, a MoB customer who is downloading sen-1391

sitive data from a host in the wired Internet through one1392

or more bandwidth traders should use Secure Sockets Layer1393

(SSL) between the two ends for all data security and integrity1394

needs.1395

In some other application scenarios, providing data se-1396

curity may not be as straightforward and would require ap-1397

plication support. For example, in the distributed location1398

determination application a customer purchases location in-1399

formation from a sequence of traders on its path. A few1400

of these traders can be malicious and provide incorrect lo-1401

cation information to the unsuspecting client. Clearly, the1402

location information from such malicious users will be in-1403

consistent with the information from the rest of the traders.1404

The customer’s application can detect such mismatch and in1405

turn lead to a negative reputation feedback for the malicious1406

traders.1407

Finally the amount of security functionality implemented1408

by individual clients reflect their prior experience in the1409

system and the extent of their faith in behavior of others.1410

This is precisely what the reputation system aims to1411

address—manage the history of each user’s interactions1412

with other users. A very liberal user may choose to accept1413

data from any neighboring trader, a more discerning user1414

will pick a trader with “reasonable”’ reputation, while a very1415

conservative neighbor can choose to obtain such services1416

from traders they directly trust.1417

1418

Legal aspects: Many services traded in MoB occur in a1419

peer-to-peer fashion involving only two entities, e.g., the1420

collaborative location determination service. However, there1421

are many other applications in which a client, C , acts as a1422

reseller—it may buy service from X and sell it to Y , in effect1423

acting as a service conduit. In some cases there may be le-1424

gal issues that prevent such re-sale of services. For example,1425

many wireless ISPs, cellular data networks, and other infras-1426

tructure providers today may require their customers to never1427

re-sell bandwidth services to other parties, primarily because1428

the infrastructure providers have no incentive to carry such1429

third-party traffic when they are not making any revenue.1430

Therefore it may be necessary to provide incentive-sharing1431

techniques between participants in MoB.1432

In our above example, consider that C is a cell-phone1433

device connected to X , which is a 3G cellular data network1434

provider. C acts as a relay to provide bandwidth services to1435

a laptop, Y . Then X may require a share in the profit that C1436

makes from Y . In such scenarios the terms and agreements1437

between C and X should need to be appropriately updated.1438

How such agreements are formed and are in the realm of user1439

agreement and policies and hence we leave them outside the 1440

scope of this paper. 1441

6 Related work 1442

A number of interesting prior projects have examined vari- 1443

ous forms of collaborations between mobile devices, in the 1444

context of infrastructure-based wireless networks as well as 1445

mobile ad-hoc networks. The key difference of MoB from 1446

all such prior work is that we propose an architecture to 1447

implement a wide-range of application-layer services that 1448

are facilitated by a third-party Internet service for managing 1449

peer-to-peer incentives. In this section we summarize some 1450

of the prior work and illustrate the differences from MoB 1451

(see Table 3). 1452

In 7DS [26], Papadopouli et al. present a peer-to-peer 1453

data sharing system for exchange of information among 1454

peers that are not necessarily connected to the Internet. It 1455

is an application layer protocol and thus can be deployed 1456

without any changes to the underlying architecture. Un- 1457

like MoB, 7DS assumes cooperation between mobile peers. 1458

ORION [16] is another such peer-to-peer file sharing sys- 1459

tem that combines application-layer query processing with 1460

the network layer process of route discovery to reduce con- 1461

trol overhead. MAR [31] and Handheld Routers [34] de- 1462

fine a wireless router that exploits available diversity in 1463

wireless environments and provides bandwidth aggregation 1464

functionalities. 1465

Lee et al. propose a ‘virtual cache’ for enabling data shar- 1466

ing among mobile hosts in CAPS [19]. CAPS require a sub- 1467

set of nodes to keep track of location of objects. The main 1468

emphasis of CAPS is on throughput enhancement in cellular 1469

networks whereas MoB focusses on an application-layer ser- 1470

vice infrastructure where cooperation is facilitated through 1471

incentives. A number of proposals have defined enhance- 1472

ments to cellular networks that improve throughput perfor- 1473

mance by enabling multi-hop ad-hoc network-style data for- 1474

warding. They include UCAN [23], MCN [22] and work by 1475

Aggelou et al. [1]. Similarly work by Bejerano [3] and by 1476

Wu et al. (iCAR) [35] have proposed deployment and traffic 1477

forwarding through relays to mitigate some of the congestion 1478

problems in various cellular network scenarios. Incentive- 1479

based multi-hop data forwarding in uncooperative environ- 1480

ments have been examined in Nuggets/Nuglets [5, 6], in 1481

Sprite [40], by Ben Salem et al. [32] and by Crowcroft 1482

et al. [7]. Patel and Crowcroft in [27] present a ticketing 1483

scheme for access control to services in decentralised mo- 1484

bile environments such as MoB. Related work on a repu- 1485

tation model for supporting trust in virtual communities is 1486

described in [29], while reputation management based miti- 1487

gation of routing misbehavior has been examined by Marti et 1488

al. [24], in CONFIDANT protocol [4], and in peer-to-peer 1489
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networks [20]. These approaches however focus primarily1490

at network layer data forwarding mechanisms for improved1491

performance.1492

Traffic/service pricing has also received significant1493

attention in recent literature. Some examples of net-1494

work pricing approaches can be found in work by La1495

and Anantharam [18], Gibbens and Kelly [11], Key and1496

McAuley [15], Semret et al. [33], and Yaiche et al. [36].1497

A relatively recent work by Lin et al. [21] presents a game-1498

theoretic framework for integrated admission and rate control1499

of users involving multiple competitive cellular providers.1500

In MoB we sidestep the service pricing question since1501

in this open market environment such choices will be1502

made independently by user and infrastructure providers.1503

In fact, all prior work in this context can be very well1504

leveraged to define appropriate price management in these1505

environments.1506

7 Conclusions1507

We have presented MoB, an open market architecture for1508

collaborative wide-area wireless services. Due to the laissez1509

faire approach, devices in MoB can independently collabo-1510

rate with other devices to improve application performance.1511

By using financial-based incentives and reputation manage-1512

ment, MoB allows users to drive their own rules of inter-1513

action. Trusting users can choose to conduct large number1514

of MoB transactions with other users based on their reputa-1515

tion certificates alone. Other, more apprehensive, users can1516

choose to conduct such interactions only with ‘pre-trusted’1517

users when they have no direct access to the Internet-based1518

accounting (and token verification) service, and with other1519

unknown users only when they have an alternate (even low-1520

bandwidth) Internet access mechanism to connect to the ac-1521

counting service to verify transaction payments. We believe1522

that an architecture like MoB can promote fine-grained com-1523

petition in wide-area wireless markets and ultimately prove1524

beneficial for the users.1525
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